Resolution United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime/1.1

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

Co-sponsors: Kingdom of Belgium, Brazil, Democratic Republic of Congo, the Republic of India

Topic: Strengthening International Cooperation to Combat Cybercrime

The Committee,

Guided by other countries’ actions, the UNODC committee welcomes new ideas to fix this crisis,

Taking into account that many people are involved, procedures and routines in workspaces and schools are necessary to be taken for safety,

Emphasizing the need for parental and teacher support to children,

Having examined statistics about the distribution of technological devices in schools and workspaces, it is appreciated for monthly routines to be implemented,

Having studied the importance of laws, we encourage governments to implement and further develop said laws,

Alarmed by the effect of cybercriminals, attention in schools, especially, but also in workspaces, is expected in order to prevent cybercrimes,

Expressing its need for safety, we encourage internet search engines to make their users aware of cybercrime,

Recognizing actions that other countries are performing, we encourage our governments to
perform them in a similar way,

1. Expresses its appreciation that other countries are successfully trying to solve the problem of cybercrime;
   a. Draws the attention of the laws and actions performed;
   b. Encourages having more conferences where it would be possible for countries to share their ideas about preventing cybercrime;

2. Draws attention to the need for support from parents, legal guardians, as well as teachers to kids;
   a. Further reminds parentals about cybercrime for their families;
   b. Suggests to take on other suggestions on how to prevent cyberbullying from happening to their families;
   c. Encourages children to not overlook this topic, since it is a real threat that will be more common in the future;

3. Further recommends for governments to enlist stricter laws in order to emphasize the problem;
   a. Implements laws about routines that schools and workplaces can perform in order to ensure a safer environment;

4. Further invites schools or workplaces to educate children and adults about the current topic;
   a. Invites heads of schools and workplaces to ensure safety by stressing the importance of preventing cybercrime;
b. Calls upon professional workers that work on preventing cybercrime to visit schools and further educate schools students;

5. Notes that it would be of great interest to set routines in workplaces and schools;
   a. Implements routines to check technological devices in order to check for viruses;

6. Emphasizes the importance of the government's actions in order to keep its country's citizens safe and protected;
   a. To make their citizens aware of their own actions on the internet;
   b. For its citizens to check their own technological devices;

7. Calls upon search engines to implement banners and notice signs for the users in order to emphasize the importance of ending cybercrime;

8. Further recommends stressing the topic in as many ways as possible.